
 

Level I: Rhino/RhinoGold/RGRS for Brazil 

4 Day Course Sample Syllabus* 

Authorized Rhino Trainer:   Lauren Pipkorn  

 lpipkorndesign@gmail.com    917-270-0407   www.laurenpipkorndesign.com   

 

Day 1:   Overview of Rhinoceros software, how it can be utilized in all aspects of design development, 

modeling, presentation and production.    Getting familiar and comfortable with the Rhino interface. 

 Introduction to the Rhino work space, tools, and commands 

 Learning to navigate  and customizing the Rhino interface 
 Basic commands, 2D tools 

 2D mechanical drafting: using lines, polylines, curves, arcs, simple geometric shapes, etc. 

 Draft a  2D flexible bracelet and necklace   

 Tips for drafting and 2D design development/presentations 

 

Day 2:   Reviewing 2D tools.  Importing your design sketches/Learning surfacing tools 

 Review of 2D tools, Draft a 2D ring, if necessary/requested by students 

 Importing/scaling  bitmap images to trace (utilizing .ai illustrator files if you have) 

 Control point editing 

 Learning tools and commands to create surfaces that ultimately become 3D solid models 

 Create  a 3D ring,  and a cuff bracelet with different surfacing tools 

 

Day 3:    Learning additional surfacing tools to create solid models. Learning to orient curves and solids  

onto surfaces for design details.  Technical Drawings with dimensions.                                               

 Continue learning additional surfacing tools and commands 

 Learning various tools to orient curves and solids onto surfaces for design detailing 

 Create  a pair of  3D earrings and pendant with design details, hollow with back plates  using 

different surfacing tools 

 Making technical drawings in 4 views with dimensions 

 

Day 4:   Design Projects/jewelry-specific plug-ins/Photo-realistic rendering/create files for prototyping 

 Learning RhinoGold (for those interested in Jewelry Industry) 

 Learning RhinoGold Render Studio for Brazil for photo realistic rendering for design 

development and presentations 

 Creating  files for CAD/CAM prototyping 

 Review/utilize tools and commands from previous days in new design projects 

 Create a 3D model/s with design details/stones of your choice:  and make a technical drawing 

with dimensions, photo realistic rendering and .stl file for prototyping 

* This is a sample syllabus.   Projects completed depend on how quickly students’ progress and how they 

wish to proceed. Curriculum may be customized to address certain issues specific 

questions/projects/various industries other than jewelry/etc. 
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